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Uditnagar Stadium and Vending Zone  

  

Stadium gallery on the eastern part of the field has been constructed with sitting capacity of 

3000 spectators.  Construction of drain, cow catcher, drinking water facility provisions are being 

made. 

 The back side of the Gallery has been developed to a vending zone with 86 nos. shop rooms 

of various sizes.  The evicted road side shop keepers have been allotted with shop room in the said 

vending zone. 

The project was taken up with an estimated cost of Rs49.94 Lakh. The project has been 

widely applauded as it is the ground where National and State Days are celebrated. Besides, the 

field has become useful for all sports loving persons to use it as a playground. 
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Vending Zone at Basanti Colony 

  

Food surveillance activity 

Food surveillance activity is going on a twice weekly basis and licensing and registration of food 

vendors is being taken up regularly. 

Disease surveillance: due to active surveillance activity by health department an outbreak of 

waterborne disease in few of the wards were detected at an early stage and with proper 

coordination with departments like PHED and W&CD and was contained without any mortality. 

Simple measures like lifting the drinking water pipes from the drains, chlorination of drinking 

water, water tasting to detect point of contamination helped averting any mishap. 

Additional Mission Director (NHM, Odisha) visiting UPHC, DAV 

Mahila Arogya Center, Basanti Colony, Rourkela 
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Out of total project cost of Rs.99.00 lakh for 

construction and erection of Vending zone in 

different area , in the 1st phase  construction of 

100 nos. structure  of Basanti Colony Vending 

zone with an estimated cost of Rs.50.00 lakh  is 

under progress and 72 nos. of vending zone 

structure has been completed  and remaining 

are in progress . Allotment of vending zone 

shops to the evicted road side vendors of Basanti 

colony as per survey report will be completed 

by August 2015. 



 

   

 

Swatcha Rourkela Abhiyan 
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“Swachchha Bharat Abhiyan” lunched 

in Rourkela Municipal Corporation on 

25/2/2014 with one week observation 

and continuing till date with a motto to 

elimination of total open defecation, 

eradication of Manual Scavenger and 

proper awareness Creation among all. 

The said program was flag off by 

Honorable Minister Tribal Welfare 

Government of India Sj. Juel Oram and 

Honorable M L A Rourkela Sj. Dillip 

Ray. The basic objective is to create an 

environment which is conducive for 

living in a livable atmosphere. Emphasis 

was given on individual household 

toilet, community toilet, public toilet 

and maintenance of hygienic condition 

to achieve a state which is free from 

open defecation.  

Rourkela Municipal Corporation has 

given main focus on how to make 

Rourkela a clean and green city. 

Keeping in view of the above, total 

sanitation drive has been taken up by 

creating 33 ward committee headed by 

sanitary inspectors, sanitation 

supervisors, Co-opted persons of the 

ward, NGOs and voluntary 

organizations. Focus is on community 

participation and mobilization of grass 

root level workers for involvement from 

all sections. 

 



 

 

 

NGO Facilitator mobilizing community for Mahila Arogya Samiti formation 

 
 

Sensitisation Meeting on NUHM Program to Urban ASHAs 
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“Swasthya Kantha” a step 

towards involvement of 

community for maintenance of 

health and sanitation through 

awareness. Participation of 

community has become a potent 

to strengthen the health 

response mechanism with a view 

to bring holistic changes in their 

quality of life. 

Team visit for site selection 

of UPHC at Golghar(1) 

Since NUHM will also cover the 

Steel Township area it is 

mandatory to finalise the UPHCs 

for notification. In an initiative a 

joint visit along with RSP 

authorities was made for site 

selection. 

Branding of UPHC is an important 

prerequisite prior to its 

operationalisation. Accordingly, 

Basanti Colony DAV (MAS) which 

has been selected as a UPHC was 

branded for information of all 

concerned. Specialised Doctors in 

gynecology and pediatrics branch 

were provided to strengthen the 

OPD facilities to all. 

INITIATIVES UNDER NUHM 


